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Importance of Cycles
NOTABLE EVENTS
•
•
•
•

1987 – Black Monday, stock markets crash over 20% in one day
1997 – Asian currency devaluations and debt crisis
2007 – Global financial crisis begins
2019 – 2020:
§
§
§

American & British equity indices at near all-time highs
Overpriced stock prices are overvalued compared to their P/E ratio
US-China Trade War: Great Britain, Hong Kong, Coronavirus, 5G

Capital Preservation Through Diversification
The Carlton James Approach

Aug 1929 – Mar 1933

Stock Market Crashes
May 1937 – Jun 1938

Nov 1973 – Mar 1975

Nixon Ended Gold Standard, OPEC
Oil Embargo and Stagflation

FDR Tried to Balance Budget
Jul 1990 – Mar 1991

Feb 1945 – Oct 1945

Stock Market Crashes
Nov 1948 – Oct 1949

Post WWII Adjustment
Jul 1953 – May 1954

Savings and Loan Crisis
Mar 2001 – Nov 2001

Stock Market Crash
Dec 2007 – Jun 2009

Subprime Mortgage Crisis

Post Korean War Peacetime
Demobilization

Capital Preservation
Through Diversification

CARLTON JAMES MEDIA FEATURES

Carlton James Media

Diversification & Benefits

DIVERSIFICATION
•
•
•
•
•
•

Asset classes
Terms of investment
Geography
Jurisdiction
Revenue flow
Liquidity

BENEFITS
• Reduces exposure to a single asset
class
• Useful in times of economic
uncertainty as not overly exposed to
one asset class
• Reduces overall volatility
• Reduces overall level of risk

MANAGING RISK THROUGH
DIVERSIFICATION

Balancing the Portfolio
The key aspect of how the Carlton James Group can ride market
waves and really secure our clients’ investment is by investing in
industries that offer a return in market downturns

As the famed Canadian hockey great Wayne Gretzky once
said, “skate to where the puck is going”

The following industries and asset classes, some well-know and
others a bit less recognised, frequently buck the trend of current
market directions and have their own trajectory separate to this

Real Estate
•

•

•

The group must have a base income which
is easily predicted – what we call the
“Delta” strategy
Utilising this Delta strategy as the
foundation of our portfolio mitigates risk
while offering a long-term safe haven for
investment
The bridging loans CJG offers to third party
developers are secured against the assets
of the development company

Capital Markets

• To complement our Delta strategy, the Carlton James
Group has developed an Alpha strategy that takes
advantage of the bullish positive markets
• The fluid asset class can be adjusted to suit market
conditions
• Trading in the capital markets helps the Carlton James
Group ride trends and make potentially large gains without
putting large percentages of cash at risk

Our Balanced Portfolio Enables us to
Outperform the Market

Technology - Battery Power
• The lithium ion battery market is forecasted to
grow from USD 36.20 billion in 2018 to USD
109.72 billion by 2026 at a CAGAR of 13.4%
during the forecast period
• Why the explosive growth? As the demand for
consumer electronics and dependency on
phones increases, so too does the need to
power such communication
• Electric vehicles (EVs) are advancing a rapid
rate – legislation and consumers are backing EV
adoption
• There is a problem with current battery powering
methods – batteries lack longevity, life span and
supply of materials

Music and Entertainment
• It was only a few years ago that the music
industry was considered on the decline as the
internet seemingly made every song attainable
for free
• The number for 2018 shows that the industry is
continuing on the growth path that started in 2016
after an 11-year slump: overall growth was 13%
over the least year, reaching $9.8 billion – slightly
off 2017’s 17% growth over 2016 but healthy
nonetheless
• Carlton James Group, unlike many other
investment groups, are always on the lookout for
those that understand the new nature of this
industry, allowing savvy investors to experience
above average returns

Mixed Martial Arts
•

The mixed martial arts market has been skyrocketing over the past
decade. It is the number one fastest growing sport on the planet and is
reshaping the sports community like nothing before
• UFC is the pinnacle of the mixed martial arts world. A company which
was bought in 2001 for $2 million USD and the later sold in 2016 for
$4.03 billion USB
• This sport has a long way to go to hit the prize tags that the likes of
boxing or motorsports achieve. For this reason, this growth should
outperform any market correction

CJG Markets of Interest

Communications
• Social media has yet to be fully
exploited
• 5G network tech potentially 100
times faster than 4G
• 5G key factor behind US-China
trade war

Blockchain
• Blockchain is booming – both FTSE 1000
and SMEs are utilising Big Data and AI
solutions to improve analytics and costreduction
• Cryptocurrency is only a by-product
• Blockchain is the future

Strategy Summary
• Select on basis of:
§ Diversification
§ Capital protection
§ Return / Yield
§ Level of Risk
§ Exit strategies
§ Value generation
• Board representation
• Preparing to outperform the next global
downturn

“Diversification in investment is
key to a successful portfolio”

Investment Committee
•
•
•
•
•

Meets monthly
Made up of industry experts
9-point scoring system
Outsources due diligence and
feasibility to top 5 company
Continues to grow

Key People

Bob Pain

• Over 30 years of total industry experience in international
investment & life insurance
• 20+ years with Friends Provident International; numerous senior
management positions including being a member of the Board
• Previously MD and Chairman of the Board of Investors Trust, an
international insurance company licensed & regulated by the
Cayman Island Monetary Authority

Chairman, Carlton James Group

• Over 40 years experience in UK & International corporate
finance and real estate
• Chairman of London & Newcastle – a mixed use developer in
residential locations across London
• Chairman of Places for People – a regeneration real estate
group with $4bn USD in assets
• Non-exec Chairman – Triple Point Social Housing REIT plc

• Over 15 years as a professional trader
• Deep experience in equity trading
• Previously worked with Goldman Sachs, Merrill Lynch and
Strategic Investments Group
Chris Cathey
Capital Markets Advisor

• Over 25 years in the industry as an investment manager
• Has a long history working across debt and equity fund
management
• Managed hundreds of millions (£) during his career with a
focus on SME debt lending
• Previously worked at Barclays & NEL Fund Managers Ltd
Simon Johnson • Maths Graduate
Debt Fund Manager

Chris Phillips
Commercial Real Estate Adviser

Simon Calton
CEO, Carlton James Group

• Co-founder Carlton James Group (2012)
• Over 15 years of industry experience
• Successfully sourced and packaged deals in both the US and
the UK
• Contributed to numerous publications on property and global
economic investment including Forbes,
Wealthmanagement.com and Bloomberg

Summary
• Diversification is key to investing & managing risk
• Alpha Fund
§ Core: senior & secured
§ Alpha: upside potential
• Expected net dividend of 8% p.a. (paid quarterly) + NAV Growth
• Track record of positive returns
• Asset growth requires patience
“Solution based investing through diversification”

Q&A

Disclaimer

This document is confidential. Accordingly, it should not be copied, distributed, published, referenced, transmitted or reproduced, in whole or in part, directly or indirectly, or disclosed by any recipient to any other person, without the consent of Carlton James Mollitium (provided that you may disclose this document
on a confidential basis to your legal, tax or investment advisers (if any) for the purposes of obtaining advice). Acceptance of delivery of any part of this document by you constitutes unconditional acceptance of the terms and conditions of this notice. This document has not been submitted to or approved by the
securities regulatory authority of any state or jurisdiction. Except for Carlton James Mollitium, no person has or will be authorised to give any information or representation relating to this document. The proposed investment vehicle (the “Fund”) is an alternative investment fund for the purposes of the Financial
Services and Markets Act 2000, as amended (“FSMA”) and subordinate legislation made under FSMA, including the Alternative Investment Fund Managers Regulations 2013, as amended (“AIFMR”). For the purposes of AIFMR, this document is directed only at persons who are professional investors within the
meaning of regulation 2(1) of AIFMR.
Distribution and promotion of interests in the Fund are restricted for the purposes of section 21 of FSMA to persons who are “Qualifying Investors”, being persons who are investment professionals within the meaning of article 19(5) of the FSMA (Financial Promotion) Order 2005, as amended (“FPO”), sophisticated
investors within the meaning of article 50 of the FPO and high net worth companies, unincorporated associations etc. falling within article 49(2)(1) to (d) of the FPO. This document is exempt from the general restriction (in section 21 of FSMA) on the communication of invitations or inducements to engage in investment
activity, on the grounds that it is directed only at the classes of recipient described above. This document is not for distribution to retail customers and those persons not falling within the above categories should not rely on it. The rules made by the FCA under FSMA for the protection of retail customers (including in
particular those conferring rights of cancellation or withdrawal) do not apply, and the United Kingdom Financial Services Compensation Scheme will not be available, in relation to an investment in the Fund. This document has not been approved by authorised person, within the meaning of FSMA. Such approval is,
unless exemption applies, required by section 21 of FSMA. This document is not an approved prospectus within the meaning of section 85 of FSMA, and no such prospectus has been or will be published. This document, and the information contained herein, is not for viewing, release, distribution or publication in
any jurisdiction where applicable laws prohibit its release, distribution or publication. Persons into whose possession this document comes are required to inform themselves about and to observe any such restrictions. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of the laws of any such
jurisdiction. No action has been or will be taken in any jurisdiction that would permit possession, distribution or receipt of this document in any country or jurisdiction where action for that purpose is required. Accordingly, this document may not be distributed, presented or published, in or from any jurisdiction except
under circumstances that will result in compliance with any and all applicable rules and regulations of such jurisdiction.
This document is being provided for information purposes only and does not constitute or form part of, and should not be construed as, an offer or invitation to sell or any solicitation of any offer to purchase or subscribe for or recommendation to invest in any securities or other financial interests in any jurisdiction.
Neither this document, nor any part of it nor anything contained or referred to in it, nor the fact of its distribution, should form the basis of or be relied on in connection with or act as an inducement in relation to a decision to purchase or subscribe for or enter into any contract or make any other commitment whatsoever
in relation to any such securities or interests. The receipt of this document by any recipient is not to be taken as constituting the giving of investment advice by Carlton James Mollitium to that recipient. No person shall be treated as a client of Carlton James Mollitium, or be entitled to the protections afforded to clients
of Carlton James Mollitium, solely by virtue of having received this document.
Any decision to invest should be made solely on the basis of information that will be contained in an information memorandum published in connection with the proposed investment. The information memorandum will supersede all information provided before the date of the information memorandum (including this
document) and any investment decision must be made only on the basis of the information contained therein.
The information contained in this document was obtained from various sources, has not been independently verified by Carlton James Mollitium and does not constitute a recommendation from Carlton James Mollitium or any other person to any recipient. None of Carlton James Mollitium or any other person makes
or gives any undertaking, representation, warranty, or assurance, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this document and Carlton James Mollitium or any other person shall have any responsibility or liability (including in respect of direct, indirect or consequential loss
or damage) with respect to the same, other than any liability which cannot be limited or excluded by law. In particular, no representation or warranty is given as to any projections, targets, estimates (including management's estimates of value of assets and preferred rates of return) or forecasts contained in this
document and nothing in this document should be relied upon as a promise or representation as to the future. Projections, targets and estimates included in this document are based on a number of estimates and assumptions that are inherently subject to significant business and economic uncertainties and
contingencies. As such there can be no assurance that actual amounts and returns will be consistent with current estimates or targets. Any variations between these estimates or targets and actual amounts may be material. Information included in this document are subject to updating, revision, further verification
and amendment and may refer to events as having occurred which have not occurred at the date of this document but which are expected to happen in the future. Carlton James Mollitium do not undertake or expect to update or otherwise revise this document. If you are in any doubt as to the matters contained in
this document you should seek independent advice where necessary.
This document does not purport to contain all of the information that may be required to evaluate any potential transaction. You are not entitled to rely on this document and no responsibility is accepted by Carlton James Mollitium or any of their directors, officers, partners, members, agents or advisers or any other
person for any action taken based on the contents of this document. Carlton James Mollitium do not provide any accounting, tax or legal advice. Prospective investors should inform themselves and take appropriate advice as to any applicable legal requirements and any applicable taxation and exchange control
regulations in the countries of their citizenship, residence or domicile which might be relevant to the subscription, purchase, holding, exchange, redemption or disposal of any investments. None of Carlton James Mollitium or any affiliate of Carlton James Mollitium have any responsibility or liability for such
determinations. Past performance is not a guide to future performance and the value of investments and the income derived from those investments can go down as well as up. Future returns are not guaranteed and a total loss of principal may occur.
The State of the origin of the Fund is Cayman Islands. In Switzerland, the Fund Representative is IPConcept (Schweiz) AG, Münsterhof 12, 8022 Zurich, Switzerland. The paying agent in Switzerland is DZ PRIVATBANK (Schweiz) AG, Münsterhof 12, 8022 Zurich, Switzerland. The constitutional documents and the
financial statements of the Company may be obtained free of charge from the Representative in Switzerland. In respect of the units distributed in and from Switzerland, the place of performance and jurisdiction is the registered office of the Representative. This communication does not constitute an offer document. It
is prepared for information and discussion purposes only with professional investors and those who can declare that they are a self-certified sophisticated investor.

